


STUDIOS
REALITY SERIES, DOCU-SERIES,

 & REALITY COMPETITION,

*PFC
*THE FACE OF FENCING
*CHASING SPIRITS
*BREAK ME
*GLOBAL SOCCER STAR
*ROKiT RACING STAR 



A reality / sports 
competition Series

In pre-production by



A reality / Docu-Series
In pre-production by



A reality Series
In pre-production by



A reality Series
In production by



A reality competitions Series
produced by



A reality competition 
Series produced by



Animation
2D & 3D ANIMATED 
SERIES AND FILMS

*The Foil
*Fiona Fatale
*Oh No Nolan
*Where's Samantha
*Slime Family
*Jack Chirp
*Drucilla Dreary
*Holmes And Houdini
*Bits & Pieces



A comic book and 
animated series 

In pre-production by



An animated series 
produced by

Set in the mod-culture of 1960’s Britain,
Fionna Fatale is a super secret British spy 

at the top of her game & the bottom of the ladder. 
Sexy, smart, and fashionably dangerous, 

her musical missions and daring adventures 
will have you on the edge of your seat.



Nolan is a cute and curious 7 year old boy with big 
eyes and an even bigger imagination! Whatever Nolan 
is drawing, coloring, crafting, or playing- he transforms 
into! As his mom chases Nolan around town in his new 
form, she treats us to new and little-known fascinating 
facts about the things Nolan becomes!

An animated series 
produced by



An animated series 
produced by



An animated series 
produced by

Follow the hilarious adventures of the 
Slime Family as they navigate through 
the streets of New York, delivering 

magical slimes to toy stores.

An animated series
In production by



An animated series
In production by



an animated show about a 
rebellious Goth teenager 

who is magically pulled into 
the hidden land of the 

joyous toys she loved as as a 
child. At first she is 

horrified by this brightly 
colored land of happiness, 

but soon- Drucilla will 
learn to call it home, as she 
discovers she doesn’t need 

to change her cold exterior 
to have a warm heart. 

An animated series
In pre-production by



An animated series
In pre-production by

Jack The Ripper has returned to haunt the streets of London and only a young street 
magician, named Harry Houdini, and a brainy, by-the-books, aspiring police cadet, named 

Sherlock Holmes, can solve one of the greatest mysteries of all time and catch the most 
infamous killer ever…  if they don’t kill each other first.



An animated series
In production by

Bits and Pieces 
are troublesome 
Robot pals always 
looking for a 
laugh., best of all- 
they comes in all 
sizes- we have the 
full length CGI 
adventures that 
take our adorably 
metallic friends 
across the 
universe and 
back.  And we also 
have short form 
bite-sized  
snapshot silly and 
fun jokes 
that we all know 
and love…ish. 



*CONTRA: The Movie- The Podcast
*Escape The Dead Drop
*Nightmare Frequencies

*When The Stars Gaze Back
*The Bullet



A podcast in
In production by



A podcast in
In production by



A Horror anthology series that bleeds the line 
between podcast and the real world

A podcast in
In production by



“A philosopher once asked, 
“Are we human because we gaze at the stars, or do we gaze at them because we are human?” 
Now... “Do the stars gaze back?” That's a question.”                  ― Neil Gaiman, Stardust 

A podcast in
In production by



A throwback podcast to the old days serials like, The Shadow, The Bullet tells the 
tale of Billie “Mac” Macenzie, who wakes to find a gun with a bullet next to her.  

A bullet with someone’s name written on it.  A bullet that, once loaded, 
can’t miss.  And a gun, that once unholstered, can’t be satisfied without blood. 
Thus, begins a mystery that will reveal a family curse long buried and a mission 

directed by Heaven, that will send John through Hell.

A podcast in
In production by



*The Foil
*The Bullet
*The Zodiacs
*The Artist 
*The Wand
*The Due
*ReVamp’d
*Oceana
*The Freeze

*Team M.O.B.I.L.E
*The Death Dealers Of Dracula
*The Man Who Couldn’t Die
*The Bishop Of Beverly Hills
*The Foil VS Zorro
*Joshua The Pup
*The Radical Adventures of Therin Notime
*Cleo The Kitten

*The Savage Girl
The ROKiTs 
*The Huggabums
*The Dream Warrior
*The Survival of Dax
*SuperThem, Inc 
*The Alien
*The Spectrum
*The Spark



Sample Pages

*Action Adventure
*For Ages 13 and up

Created by ROKiT’s 
Jonathan Kendrick and 
champion fencing star  

Miles Chamley-
Watson, The Foil 

follows the adventures 
of a sword wielding 
hero and his dark 

crusade to clean up 
the streets of his home 

town.

*3 Issues created for 
ROKiT Comics. 

*Action Adventure
*For Ages 13 and up

Driven to justice, The Bullet, A 
dark hero in a dark time, cannot 
rest until the wicked have been 

punished. Doomed by destiny to 
wield a weapon that will 

eventually lead to their own end.

*2 Issues created for ROKiT 
Comics. 

Sample Pages



Sample Page and 
Motion comics Trailer

*Horror, Action
*For Ages 13 and up

A man awakes in an insane asylum, 
only to discover he has been there for 

more than one lifetime- he soon realizes that 
only thing worse then the curse 

of immortality, is someone 
tying to steal it from you.

      *1 issue created for ROKiT Comics. 

The WAND
*Fantasy, Action Adventure 

*For All Ages
A sorcerer in training is hunted by demonic 
forces after stealing a wand of great power- 

taking refuge in the worst dimension possible, 
Los Angeles.

*Issues 1 and 2 streaming on ROKiT Flix now.
Issue 3 and 4 are in production and coming soon.

 

*SciFi, Action Adventure
*For All Ages
Super Them, Inc follows the mis-adventures of a rag-tag band of 
heroes for hire in an apocalyptic wasteland, consisting of:

Novem (They/Them)- Their young and overly eager leader.
PF- A war mech robot with a consciousness
Rani Uda- A warrior rebel and part goddess.
Tod- A broken ex-army soldier.
Ti- a handy sidekick and multi-tool. That’s me!>>>

*Issues 1 completed for ROKiT Comics, Issue #2 in processes.

Sample 
Pages



Sample Pages

The Duo*Action Adventure
*For Ages 13 and up

A dark comedy that about an average man 
with the ability to rip himself apart into 

two super-powered and 
super-good looking super-heroes.
*1 issue created for ROKiT Comics. 

*Horror, Action
*For Ages 13 and up

A man awakes in an insane asylum, 
only to discover he has been there for 

more than one lifetime- he soon realizes that 
only thing worse then the curse 

of immortality, is someone 
tying to steal it from you.

      *1 issue created for ROKiT Comics. 

The Man Who Couldn’t Die

Sample Pages



The Bishop Of Beverly Hills
*Horror Noir

*For Ages 13 and up.
In The Golden Age of Hollywood, whenever a film set turns 

out to be haunted or a movie-star becomes possessed, 
halting an expensive production, Tinsel Town turns to one 

man...The Bishop of Beverly Hills, Gabriel De la Cruz.
*Issues 1 completed for ROKiT Comics.

*Horror *For Ages 13 An Up
In a world where monsters are mundane, Mina, a 

vampiric woman, is hunted by a government organization 
known as the RRH.  They implant her with a Mind Meld 

device that gives her the ability to download skill from 
other people into her brain, making her the ultimate 
weapon… but against who?! And for what purpose!? 

*5 Issues complete for ROKiT Comics

Sample Pages

Sample Pages



Follow this group of 
extraordinary astronauts as 
they explore the universe and 
come across a strange planet 
hidden amongst the stars. This 
group of people face the 
weirdest and most 
unpredictable trials, follow 
them as they discover more 
about this new land, and 
themselves. 

*Action Adventure

*For All Ages

Issues 1 and 2 are streaming 
now on ROKiT Flix. 

Issues 3 -6 are in production 
and coming soon. 

Sample 
Pages

*Action Adventure                         *For All Ages
After landing himself in hot water for 
arresting the president’s son in a drug bust, 
the best-darn space cop in the galaxy is 
demoted to the one sector no one wants… 
Earth.

*Issues 1 and 2 are complete for ROKiT 
Comics

Sample 
Pages



*Action Adventure
*For Ages 13 and up.

Yuki Ono lives in Oshino Hakkai, Japan, 
where she resides a peaceful life. However, 
her past begins to catch up with her and she 

is forced to face her demons.  With abilities 
that are said to be as frozen as her heart, 

she fights many battles and seeks to become 
a better woman, with more balance between 

what is right, and what is necessary. 
*Issues 1 and 2 in production. 

Sample Pages

Sample 
Pages

*Action Adventure.   *For All Ages.
Aileen works as an EMT, doing her best to 
help others and make the world a better 

place. But she also goes by The Spectrum, the 
light wielding hero that prefers to go unseen. 

However, when darkness strikes and the 

balance between good and evil starts to tip, 
she lets her light shine!

Issue 1, now streaming on ROKiT Flix.
Issue 2, 3 and 4 now in production and 

coming soon.



*Action Adventure.     *For Ages 13 and up
     The two greatest swordsman in history team up, 
    but not without clashing first, in their first 
    adventure together!!!
  *1 Issue completed for ROKiT Comics, 
2 more in progress.

Sample 
Pages

Sample 
Pages

*Action 
Adventure.     

*For Ages 13 and 
up

No one is safe 
from the seething 

storm that is… 
The Savage Girl!

Timid Janet 
Dorian deals with 

the 
insufferableness 

of the world 
every. Single. 

Day... until her 
unfathomable 
fury is set free! 
Marvel at the 

Mayhem! Delight 
in the 

Destruction!!! 
*1 Comic 

Complete for 
ROKiT comics



The Spark
*Action Adventure *For Ages 13 and Up

Simon is a quick-witted, tech-savvy and 
intuitive boy living with cerebral palsy. He 

lives with his not-so-understanding 
foster father and deals with the everyday 

challenges that life, school, friends and 
soon to be foes, have to offer. Like many 

of us, he lives a great deal of his life 
online, making many friends and finding 

places of escapism. However, he soon 
finds out that one of his online friends, 

Dark Note,  is perhaps not so friendly as 
they seem. 

Issue 1 set to be released for ROKiT Flix 
soon.

Sample 
Pages

The ROKiTs
*Action Adventure.         *For All Ages

Join the ROKiT’s! A family of four dynamic 
engineers and scientists who use their skills 

to fly and fight crime!

Issue 1 and 2 streaming on ROKiT Flix now.
Issues 3,4,5 in production and coming soon.

Sample Pages



Sample 
Pages

The Huggabums
*Kids, Educational.  *For All Ages

Join the Huggabums in their beautifully, bizarre 
Land Of Hugs. We follow Gimble, Gumble, Wimble 
and Woo on their bountiful adventures, enjoying 

fun days out with little lessons to be learnt.
3 Issues streaming on ROKiT Flix now:

•Cleaning Day
•Those Pesky Apple Squirrels 

•A Blue Wimble

Next issues coming soon:
•Piccolos Pizza Parlor 4.1
•Piccolos Pizza Parlor 4.2

•Gimble Needs a Rest  •Bubble Lagoon 

More coming soon….

JOSHUA THE PUP
*Kids, Educational.  *For All Ages

Joshua is just like any other pup on the block as he learns how to 
navigate the world around him. He learns the bittersweet and 

simple lessons that life has to offer while spending time with his 
friends and family. He learns the value in helping others, in believing 

in himself, teamwork, gratitude and friendship!

4 Episodes streaming on ROKiT Flix now with more
 coming soon ROKiT Flix.

Sample 
Pages



*Action Adventure.   *For All Ages 
Join Lucy and Dusty the rabbit as 
the dream realms and ordinary life 
entwine. Lucy tries to navigate her 
life in the real world, with school 
and friends while also having the 
extraordinary responsibility of 
being a Dream Warrior; to keep 
our dreams, and most importantly, 
our nightmares, under control. 

Issue 1 set to be released on 
ROKiT Flix soon.

Issues 2,3 and 4 in production 
and coming soon

Sample Page

*Action Adventure.   *For All Ages 
Radical Adventures in Science with Therin Notime follows the smartest 12-year-old girl in the 

universe. With her best friend, a tiny AI bug named Willabee, they transverse through time, space, 
and all possible dimensions while dealing with all the problems any 12-year-old contends with, 

spiraling from self-identity, loneliness, bullies, the pressures of social media. Not to mention the 
odd alien invasion and world devouring mega-structures in a battle of the bands… You know, just 

the usual issues that can and will shake the stars to their cores.  Or something like that.

Issues 1 and 2 Complete3 for ROKiT Comics and 3 is in production. 

Sample 
Pages



The Survival of Dax
*Kids.   *For All Ages 

Dax is a cautious and courageous little critter.  Just another spider trying to 
make it in a post—apocalyptic world where humans seem to have 

disappeared from existence. Join Dax as they explore the land now that the 
humans are gone, searching for food, shelter and maybe even some 

friends. These short but sweet motion comics are a delight. 

Issue 1 Complete set for release on ROKiT Flix. 
Issue 2 in production. 

Cleo The Kitten
*Kids.   *For All Ages 

Cleo is a Farmhouse Kitten. She lives with Onkel, Nini and the three triplets, 
Mustard, Mayo and Pickles. We join Cleo and her pals in their world as hard-
working farm kitties and see just how much fun and effort it takes to keep a 

farm up and running!

Issues 1 and 2 in production. 

Sample 
Pages

Sample 
Pages



The Artist
*Kids.   *For All Ages 

Meet Artie, a seemingly ordinary young school-boy who loves to draw and faces 
the everyday challenges that a school kid faces. However, his everyday life 

becomes something far more extraordinary when he discovers the ability to bring 
his imagination to life with the help of a magical, golden crayon…

Issues , 2 and 3 in production.

Sample 
Pages



Sample 
Pages

The Spirit of  Zorro
*Action Adventure    *For Ages 13 and up 

ROKiT reawakens The Spirit of Zorro as he continues to fight crime as a beacon 
of hope for the people. The character that we all love, and treasure is beating 

still in our pages with a modern twist, and an unexpected yet exciting new edge 
to this famous character.

Issues 1,2,3 in production.
Special Issue The Foil vs. Zorro also in production. 

Black Venus: Tailspin
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

ROKiT brings Mary Roche back to life as the new Black Venus as we transport 
her from her vintage days to the modern age of 2023. Follow Mary on her 

many trials and tribulations as she faces a modern world, with modern tech 
and modern pilots. 

Issues 1 and 2 in Production. 

Sample 
Pages



Sample 
Pages

Sample 
Pages

Red Comet
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

ROKiT brings the not so long and forgotten Red Comet back to the pages with his 
classic charisma and questionable cheesy charm. This peculiar space-hero is a joy 
to follow in as he navigates through time and space and a new and modern Earth. 

Issues 1,2 and 3 in production. 

Wildfire
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

ROKiT relights this vintage beauties fire by transporting Wildfire into the modern 
age of 2023. For decades she has been undetected, living her life like a normal 

human,  until finally, she pushed to reveal who she really is. 

Issue 1 and 2 in production



lady Luck
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

Returning after being lost in the Bermuda Triangle, ROKiT has resurfaced this heroic 
crime fighter- bringing her into the modern era to fight crime, 

as luck would have it!
Issues 1 in production. 

Blackout
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

From the past, Blackout returns with ROKiT Comics, to seek revenge criminals- 
Blackout, disappearing after WW2, is more smoke than man now, and must find 

his way in this new world and discover how he got here. 
Issues 1 in production. 

Sample 
Pages

Sample 
Pages



Atoman
*Action Adventure    *For All Ages

ROKiT resurrects Atoman, a hero born of the nuclear age, returns from a self-
imposed exile to find the world is not as he remembers it.

Issues 1,2 and 3 in production. 

Sample 
Pages



PD Motion Comics
All ages  

To add to our library of Motion Comics we also 
take classic, public domain comics and breathe 
new life into them with Voice Over and Motionizing. 
With an array of vintage characters such as 
Atomic Mouse, Little Eva and Moon Girl, these old 
tales are certainly not forgotten and are delightful 
doses of entertainment. With 205 issues already 
streaming on ROKiT Flix and over a thousand 
comics now being motionised! 



Samurai vs. Ninja: 
Zatoichi: The Blind 
Swordsman
Zatoichi, the blind swordsman , is the colossally 
popular and longest-running action series in 
Japanese history. Zatoichi is an itinerant, blind 
masseur who also happens to be a lightning-fast 
swordsman.  He lives staunchly by a code of 
honor and delivers justice in every town and 
village he enters.

ROKiT are working with REMOW and using our 
impressive dubbing and audio team, we bring 
Zatoichi to an American audience . 

Episode 1: A Challenge of Chance is now 
streaming on ROKiT Flix. 

Episode 2 and 3 are in production.

Season 1 – 26 Episodes – All coming soon to ROKiT 
Flix.



Rokit Radio Theatre 
A filmed radio play, enhanced with artwork from 
the original vintage Smash Comics story of the 
day. 

4 Episodes currently on ROKiT Flix:

1. The Ray: The Cosmic Storm – Chapter #1

2. The Ray: The Cosmic Storm – Chapter #2

3. Wildfire: Mistress of Flame – Chapter #1

4. Wildfire: Mistress of Flame – Chapter #2

More Episodes in production and coming soon 
to ROKiT Flix. 





ROKiT Flix Features:
• Thousands of other pieces of content
• The largest public domain library in the 

world
• Constant new developments 


